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Chairwoman Maloney, Ranking Member Comer, and Distinguished Members of the House
Committee on Oversight and Reform,
Founded in 1974, Brady works across Congress, courts, and communities, uniting gun owners
and non-gun owners alike, to take action, not sides, and end America’s gun violence epidemic.
Our organization today carries the name of Jim Brady, who was shot and severely injured in the
assassination attempt on President Ronald Reagan. Jim and his wife, Sarah, led the fight to pass
federal legislation requiring background checks for gun sales. Brady continues to uphold Jim and
Sarah’s legacy by uniting Americans from coast to coast, red and blue, young and old, liberal and
conservative, to combat the epidemic of gun violence. I’d like to thank you for holding this
hearing, because Americans of all walks of life can, and do, agree that gun violence is a real
problem.
Gun violence is the leading cause of death for American kids, which is a public health issue, not
a private “evil hearts” problem.1 Indeed, no prevailing philosophy, theology, or world history
suggests that “evil” is unique to the United States. What is unique, however, especially in
comparison to peer countries, is the rate at which gun violence kills our people. And that isn’t
because we’re more evil, more prone to mental health diagnoses, or more violent. First, a mental
health diagnosis makes someone more likely to be a victim of violence rather than a perpetrator;
and in any case, research shows that Americans are no more prone to mental health issues than
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people around the world.2 Second, America isn’t necessarily more violent than our peers, but,
because guns are so readily available, we are decidedly deadlier.3 When it comes to gun violence,
we’re quite literally off the charts. That’s why countries like Australia,4 Canada,5 and Germany6
warn their citizens to take “extra precautions” when traveling here. And that’s also why hundreds
of families will get the dreaded news that their loved one has been shot on this very day. In the
face of such horrific violence, it is understandable for people to earnestly believe that answers
may lie in the individual, private sphere of “morals” or “hearts”– but we have to be honest.
America has a gun violence problem unlike any other industrialized country on earth, and
American gun violence is a public problem that requires public policy solutions, including a
comprehensive system of regulation related to firearms. Gun violence in America takes many
forms, each of which have root causes that cannot and should not be dismissed or ignored;
however, the thread that links them – and that which differentiates us from other countries – is
unfettered access to firearms.
Gun manufacturers and crime guns are inextricably linked
The firearms industry – manufacturers, dealers, and distributors – play a role in facilitating easy
access to firearms by preventing regulations and avoiding transparency, accountability, and
oversight.
Those opposed to regulation often claim that individuals who want a gun to commit violence will
be able to circumvent any proposed laws by turning to the black market, as though the black
market is an inevitable and naturally occurring phenomenon. Rather, it is the unlawful,
irresponsible, and negligent gun industry business practices, both at the dealer and manufacturer
level, that sustain and feed the black market.
Too often, gun policy discussions have tended to equate “enforcing gun laws” as enforcing only
those laws governing gun users as opposed to laws governing gun sellers. For example, Professor
Harold Pollack, co-director of the Crime Lab at the University of Chicago, noted:
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[T]he criminal justice system has traditionally not taken the underground/illegal gun
market all that seriously as a distinct issue. The legal risks are pretty low on straw
purchasers and on people who sell guns to people that have reasons to know might be
felons. It’s easy to claim that a gun was lost or stolen if you give it to someone else who
then uses it in a crime.7
Professor Pollack identifies a key issue: much of the illegal activity associated with gun violence
happens long before anyone pulls a trigger.
Almost all guns are produced in licensed manufacturers’ factories. Generally, manufacturers sell
to distributors, who sell to dealers, who sell to the public. Dealers should screen for signs of gun
trafficking, such as straw purchases, and most do so thoroughly. In fact, the majority of gun
dealers won’t sell a single crime gun in any given year. Rather, it is a small number of dealers
whose negligent practices filter guns directly into the criminal market: according to the last
available data, 5% of licensed dealers sell about 90% of crime guns.8 Litigation, government
studies, and industry insiders have revealed that irresponsible dealers feed the black market by
turning a blind eye to gun trafficking.
These irresponsible dealers are not far removed from manufacturers. Through trace data from the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF), manufacturers know which
dealers or distributors routinely sell crime guns. Because the majority of gun dealers do not sell
any crime guns, a dealer with multiple traces should raise easily recognizable red flags for a
manufacturer, triggering them to investigate said dealer and, ideally, compel them to cut business
ties. However, this rarely happens; as a result, manufacturers’ willingness to put profits over
people directly feeds the black market. These manufacturers know that when they decide to act
irresponsibly, they will face little to no enforcement or oversight, funneling their weapons into
the illegal market where prohibited purchasers can and do secure them.
This method of operating has been confirmed by industry insiders. In an interview with 60
Minutes, Robert Ricker, a former National Rifle Association attorney and top gun industry trade
organization official, said that manufacturers:
know full well what goes on at the distributor and the dealer level. They will not look at
or address their distribution practices, in such a way to prevent criminals, felons, others,
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from walking into a gun shop, buying unlimited number of guns, and walking out with no
questions asked.9
Similarly, the Wall Street Journal reported that Robert Lockett, then-owner of “The Second
Amendment” gun shop and one-time National Alliance of Stocking Gun Dealer “Dealer of the
Year,” wrote a column chastising gun manufacturers in an industry trade magazine.10 In
particular, Lockett decried manufacturers who “[put] their heads in the sand” and pretend they do
not know which distributors and dealers engage in unlawful sales.11
Government agencies, too, have put the industry on notice. In 2001, the U.S. Department of
Justice issued a public report finding that “[g]un manufacturers and importers could substantially
reduce the illegal supply of guns by taking . . . steps to control the chain of distribution for
guns.”12 Likewise, ATF’s strategic plan from 2000 stated that its “[e]nforcement efforts would
benefit if the firearms industry takes affirmative steps to track weapons and encourage proper
operation of Federal Firearms Licensees to ensure compliance with all applicable laws.”13
In addition to criticism from industry insiders and government reports, manufacturers have faced
lawsuits alleging that manufacturers’ failure to regulate firearm distribution chains caused guns
to flow into the illegal market.14 For instance, in 2000, Smith & Wesson settled with the federal
government and several U.S. cities after being sued for its role in facilitating gun violence in
which it agreed to make a variety of changes to its sales and distribution practices.15 However,
Smith & Wesson faced such immediate and intense backlash from the industry that it almost
went out of business,16 and as a result of the backlash, Smith & Wesson did not ultimately
comply with the agreement.17
In the same vein, in a 2003 domestic public nuisance case against manufacturers and
distributors—including Beretta, Century Arms, Colt, Glock, Smith & Wesson, Ruger, and
Interstate—the late United States District Court Judge Jack B. Weinstein found as a fact after a
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trial that “each manufacturer should implement readily available reforms,” including “imposing
liability insurance standards; limiting sales at gun shows; limiting multiple sales; limiting how
the consumer gun transaction can be conducted to insure security; education and training of
dealers; and monitoring dealers through visitation and other regular interaction.”18
Rather than heeding the warnings from industry insiders, the government, and victims, the gun
industry has instead washed its hands of any responsibility. Ricker put it best in his 60 Minutes
interview when he shared that, instead of changing the way it conducted business, the industry
chose to “put a different spin on the problem… [a]nd basically deny that anyone in the industry
is doing anything wrong, and it's a criminal problem.”19 Worse yet, in 2005, the gun industry
bought itself a Congressional shield from civil liability and accountability in the Protection of
Lawful Commerce in Arms Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 7901-7903 (“PLCAA”).
PLCAA helps manufacturers, but the public shoulders the cost
Contrary to popular belief, PLCAA is not a complete immunity law, but it does make it much
harder for those harmed by industry conduct to get their day in court. In most cases, it has
effectively closed the courthouse doors to thousands of people, thereby giving the industry cover
to continue engaging in irresponsible and dangerous conduct and to put profits over people.
PLCAA has become a license for the gun industry to engage in what the law calls negligence –
that is, a license to act unreasonably and cause harm to communities and families across
America. And to profit from that unreasonable, deadly conduct.
PLCAA prohibits “qualified civil liability actions”20 against the gun industry. A qualified civil
liability action is a tort claim for harm resulting from a third party’s criminal or unlawful misuse
of a firearm.21 Still, PLCAA explicitly allows six types of claims, including actions against
sellers and manufacturers who knowingly violated applicable federal or state laws, negligent
entrustment, negligence per se, and products liability claims.22 In other words, PLCAA does not
protect the gun industry from a narrow group of lawsuits based on its own negligence or criminal
conduct. Accordingly, Brady has brought numerous successful cases in which courts have
correctly found that PLCAA does not bar liability for a dealer’s own negligent conduct.
However, most courts have misread PLCAA as providing sweeping protection to gun dealers and
manufacturers.23
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This illusion of PLCAA “immunity” not only leads to overly broad interpretations, but it also
makes cases more difficult, expensive, and complex than necessary. For that reason, many
would-be litigants do not bring their claims at all. The net effect makes the gun industry less
subject to justice and less inclined to adopt responsible, life-saving business practices.
If courts construed PLCAA as its text — and its supporters said it should be — it would bar
lawsuits that seek to hold the gun industry liable for the mere act of responsibly selling firearms
that criminals happen to use, but it would allow lawsuits against irresponsible sellers whose
negligent actions foreseeably arm criminals. PLCAA’s author, chief sponsor, and floor leader,
then-Senator Larry Craig, couldn’t have been more clear:
PLCAA does not protect firearms or ammunition manufacturers, sellers, or trade
associations from any other lawsuits based on their own negligence or criminal conduct .
. . As we have stressed repeatedly, this legislation will not bar the courthouse doors to
victims who have been harmed by the negligence or misdeeds of anyone in the gun
industry . . . If manufacturers or dealers break the law or commit negligence, they are
still liable . . . The only lawsuits this legislation seeks to prevent are novel causes of
action that have no history or grounding in legal principle.24
Unfortunately, because of paltry oversight and enforcement, a lack of transparency, and a broad
interpretation of PLCAA, the gun industry can sow carnage and reap profit by flooding the
market with guns, and can then deflect blame by exalting a “good guy with a gun.”
Ultimately, though, the American people end up paying the price of these claims’ effects. The
most recent study calculates the annual total cost of firearm-related death and injury in the
United States to be $557 billion, or nearly $35 million each day. This number includes direct
costs of health care and emergency services and indirect costs, such as lost income from victims
and caregivers.”25 Gun violence, rampant as a result of aforementioned industry practices, not
only takes an emotional toll, but ravages communities’ economic standings. All Americans feel
this burden, but it is most heavily shouldered by Black and Brown communities.
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Manufacturers’ record-breaking profits come at the expense of Black and Brown
communities
The United States is a global outlier when it comes to gun violence. According to a study
published in the American Annals of Medicine, the United States’ “firearm homicide rate is
more than 25 times that of comparable countries, and the firearm suicide rate is 8 times higher.”26
But, when it comes to gun violence within the United States, Americans of color, especially
Black people, are outliers within the outlier. According to a study of 2016 homicide data
published by the Violence Policy Center, Black people were only 13% of the American
population, but accounted for 51% of the total homicide victims – the vast majority of which was
caused by a gun.27
Behind these deaths is a gun market fed, in part, by manufacturers’ irresponsible business
practices. As Brady found, guns very often flow from manufacturers, distributors, and dealers in
white communities into Black communities. Data Brady obtained from the ATF revealed that the
vast majority of people responsible for selling guns in California, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey,
and Wisconsin pursuant to a Federal Firearms license are white. The data refutes the popular
notion that urban gun violence is chiefly a problem that starts and stops with Black people living
in city limits. Chicago, for example, is a favorite target for those who would paint gun violence
as a “black problem,” but there is not a single gun store in the city.28
Cook County, Illinois, however – a mostly white suburb of Chicago29 – plays an outsize role in
supplying crime guns to Chicago. In 2017, the city of Chicago analyzed available gun trace data
from 2013 to 2016 and found that “federally licensed Illinois dealers primarily located in
suburban Cook County were the original point of purchase for approximately two out of every
five crime guns recovered in Chicago: This proportion is nearly identical to what was observed
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in previous trace data from 2009-2013 ” (emphasis added).30 In other words, any characterization
of gun violence in Chicago that does not consider the suburbs is woefully incomplete.
Even so, some authorities insist on ignoring the role that suburban gun stores play. Former
President Trump has repeatedly blamed Chicago’s leadership for failing to control gun violence
with its strong gun laws, ignoring the fact that Chicago exists within a broader regional gun
market:
You know what's wrong with Chicago? Weak ineffective politicians. Democrats that don't
want to force restrictions and don' t— and by the way, Chicago, for those of you that are
going to say "guns, guns" — Chicago has the toughest gun laws in the United States,
okay? Just in case you were thinking about — you know, they immediately say, "Oh,
you've got to take away." Well, Chicago has the toughest gun laws in the United States.31
It is important to consider the makeup of Chicago’s regional gun market. In Cook County, there
are 137 people responsible for selling guns under a federal firearms license; 97% of them are
white. In fact, only one of the 137 people responsible for selling firearms in Cook County,
Illinois, is Black. This discrepancy does not align with Cook County’s demographics, which is
only 65.2% white32 The three counties surrounding Chicago: DuPage, Lake, and Will, show the
same picture: of the 338 people responsible for operating federal firearms licenses across those
three counties, 318 or 94.1% are white, while less than one percent (two) are Black.
Other metropolitan areas show the same trend as Chicago. There are 208 people responsible for
operating federal firearms licenses in Wayne County, Michigan, home to Detroit, and 92.3% of
them are white. Yet, according to the 2010 Census, Wayne County is only 54% white.33
Likewise, there are 62 people responsible for operating a federal firearms license in Alameda
County, California, home to Oakland, and 85% of them are white. According to the 2010 U.S.
Census, Alameda County is only 49% white.34 To put it plainly, it is fair to say that white
Americans are supplying, and profiting from, much of the gun violence hurting Black
communities.
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Racist tropes mask the industry’s role in gun violence and become dangerous marketing
fodder
Those who wish to sequester the issue of gun violence within already marginalized communities
are inclined to point to racial disparities in gun homicide as a result of “inherent violence” or
“deficient cultural values,” or to dismiss it altogether as “Black-on-Black crime.”
However, these stereotypes are not only steeped in racism, but are patently incorrect. As the Vera
Institute for Justice observed, intraracial violence between white Americans far outpaces that of
other groups: “[a] report from the Bureau of Justice Statistics found that most violence occurs
between victims and offenders of the same race, regardless of race: 57 percent of the nearly 3.7
million reported violent crimes committed against white victims were perpetrated by white
offenders; while of the 850,720 reported violent crimes committed against black victims, 63%
were committed by black people.”35
Furthermore, economic and social conditions – including those created by systemic racism –
have made Black and Latino people more likely to be exposed to gun homicide. The U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, for instance, analyzed violent crime and found
that higher rates of violent crime in predominantly Black communities “are linked to structural
disparities,” namly that segregated neighborhoods have less access to resources, institutions and
advantages.36 Put differently, “higher rates of poverty and the cumulative effects of structural
racism mean Black people are exposed to the structural risk factors that make crime more likely
at greater rates than their white counterparts.”37
Indeed, violence more clearly correlates to unemployment than it does to race. A study analyzing
data from a National Longitudinal Survey of Youth between 1976 and 1989 found that young
Black males engaged in more violent crime than young White males. But when the researchers
compared only employed young males of both races, the differences in rates of violent behavior
vanished. Or, as the Urban Institute stated in a more recent report on long-term unemployment,
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“Communities with a higher share of long-term unemployed workers also tend to have higher
rates of crime and violence.”38
The United Nations, too, has reached this conclusion. In 2014, the International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) placed the blame for
disproportionate gun homicide squarely at the U.S. Government’s feet, holding “that this
disproportionate loss of life and injury in the African-American population to gun violence, as
well as the US Congress's behavior through both its inactions and actions, place the State Party's
government in violation of obligations contained in Articles 2, 5 and 6 of the ICERD treaty.”39
With precision, ICERD linked structural racism and poor policy making to gun violence saying:
With firearms readily available for purchase in the United States through both legal and
illegal channels, the causes of such statistics in the African-American population are
linked either directly or indirectly to the effects of racial discrimination and bias: a) overt
expressions of racial hatred (paragraph 22); b) implicit (subconscious) expressions of
racial bias in shootings (paragraph 23), as also expressed in the judicial system
regarding jury verdicts where Stand Your Ground laws have been used as a legal defense
(paragraph 24); and, c) predominately Black economically depressed urban areas
(created and maintained by racial discrimination through multiple factors identified in
the US periodic update) where African-Americans become both victims and perpetrators
of violent crime (paragraph 25) as evidenced by law enforcement statistics and news
media analysis from two major US cities, New York City (paragraph 26) and Chicago
(paragraph 27).40
Lax gun laws, racist economic and social policies, and political indifference combine to make
gun homicide a particular threat to Black and Brown people in America. The gun industry
manipulates that very threat, and the perceptions it produces, to induce more people to buy
firearms. Consider, for example, the many advertisements in which gun manufacturers claim that
their firearms will keep the purchaser safe.
Manufacturers falsely claim that guns will make people safer
38
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Like any other business, firearm manufacturers market their wares, but their advertisements are
often militaristic, misleading, and dangerous. Owning a gun does not correlate to increased
safety, and reports of defensive gun use are vastly overstated.41 Yet, manufacturer advertisements
falsely suggest otherwise.42 In a petition to the Federal Trade Commission, Brady, Giffords, and
March for Our Lives referenced multiple manufacturers’ ads that suggested buying a firearm
would make the purchaser safer.43 Smith & Wesson advertised a pistol by calling it
“homeowner’s insurance” and a “self-defense” weapon.”44 Likewise, the petition featured
advertisement from Glock with the hashtag “#protectthefamily.”45
Manufacturers falsely assert relationships with the military, appealing in particular to
young men and those who would oppose the government
Moreover, some manufacturers rely on militaristic tropes to market firearms, suggesting that
assault style rifles are necessary to protect “freedom.” But “freedom” in the context of firearms
has a very particular meaning. As Representative Raskin pointed out in a House Judiciary
Committee Markup in July 2022, this insurrectionist view of the Second Amendment is
“absolutely absurd and false.46 This framing, though, is particularly seductive to extremists who
see themselves as building an arsenal to contest the government. This mindset was a threat to
this very House on January 6 and it is still at play today. For more information please refer to the
report “Origin of an Insurrection” attached.
For an infamous example of how militaristic tropes connect with mass violence, Remington
advertised the firearms chosen by the shooter at Sandy Hook Elementary with claims that it is the
“ultimate military combat weapons system” that would “reissue” the purchaser's man card, and
make “forces of opposition, bow down.”47 The shooter later used that firearm to slaughter 26
children and educators. Daniel Defense, maker of the weapon chosen by the shooter at Robb
Elementary in Uvalde, Texas, uses similar militaristic language in its advertisements. For
41
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instance, Daniel Defense frequently features military imagery in its advertisements with the
phrase “use what they use” –-presumably referring to the military.48 A Mossberg advertisement
for an assault rifle “engineered to the specs of freedom and independence” is yet another
example.49 Indeed, there are numerous examples of manufacturers’ relying on such militaristic
themes.
This militaristic language is disproportionately attractive to the very types of young men who
disproportionately commit public mass shootings. To wit, Brady and Everytown filed a
complaint against Smith & Wesson, arguing that adrenaline-based advertisements specifically
attract young men.50 The complaint, filed in 2020, noted that young male shooters between the
ages of 19-26 have committed the most deadly shootings in U.S. History.51 This remains true in
2022.52 The Complaint argues that there is a direct link between manufacturer marketing and
radicalized young men relying on assault rifles to commit mass shootings.53 Specifically, Smith
& Wesson told would-be consumers that they would “[Experience More Adrenaline” and
encourage consumers to “Kick Brass.” These advertisements also associate Smith & Wesson’s
rifles with both the U.S. military and law enforcement to take advantage of the propensity of
adolescent and young adult men to be drawn to the risk-taking associated with militaristic
weapons or combat missions.54
In a 2021 Letter in Support of their Complaint to the FTC, Brady and Everytown note that
“[a]dolescent and young adult men are both highly susceptible to product advertising and, in
particular, receptive to advertisements that depict impulsive, thrill-seeking behavior. In part, this
is because this group is less able to comprehend the nature of the risks involved in such
behavior.”55
Most efforts to prevent gun violence focus on the perpetrators, and certainly, these demand-side
efforts – whether via public policy, criminal justice reform, or social service programs – are
necessary to save lives. But they alone are not sufficient to end America’s epidemic of gun
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violence, and the burden of ending gun violence should not rest solely on the communities most
impacted; rather, the onus must rest as well on manufacturers and other supply-side groups to
tackle this problem
Marketing practices threaten already-marginalized communities
The implication within these advertisements is that the purchaser is the proverbial “good guy
with a gun.” Racial biases within society mean that a “good guy with a gun” is usually code for
white. In 2016, police shot and killed Philando Castile, a Black, licensed firearm owner who was
merely sitting in his car;56 In 2015, police escorted a white man who shot and killed 9 Black
people during Bible study to a Burger King.57
As such, the gun industry’s marketing of “self defense tools,” and their assertions that that
everyone needs to be ready to “defend” themselves against “dangerous” “criminals,” are
anything but neutral. Such marketing rests on a foundation of longstanding biases Black and
Brown people. When sociologist Angela Stroud asked white gun owners why they choose to arm
themselves, “they frequently replied with answers that highlighted a ‘criminal class’ of people of
color to justify gun ownership.”58 Further research bears this out. Professor Alexandra Filindra,
for example, conducted a study that found a link between racial resentment, implicit bias, and
opposition to gun violence prevention.59 It is crucial to surface the racial biases hidden behind the
gun industry’s marketing choices.
Conclusion
America’s gun violence epidemic stems from a variety of root causes, but for too long, we have
downplayed one of the most significant: the gun industry’s business practices. Manufacturers,
distributors, and dealers each play a significant role in keeping guns out of the hands of those
who would misuse them. However, manufacturers – as the designers, marketers, and point of
origin for almost all firearms – have a particular obligation to act responsibly. Yet, there is ample
evidence that manufacturers turn a blind eye to their role in facilitating the illegal secondary gun
market. Further, manufacturers overstate firearms’ safety benefits, while stoking fear to sell even
more firearms. Worse yet, manufacturers use their power to further insulate themselves from the
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consequences of their actions by lobbying Congress to pass PLCAA and undermining the ATF’s
enforcement power.
As a result of irresponsible business practices, alarmist marketing, and lax enforcement,
manufacturers have flooded communities and homes with firearms, thereby playing a role in gun
violence. Nothing in the Second Amendment suggests that manufacturers have the right to
prioritize profits over people by acting negligently; holding gun manufacturers accountable for
their actions is completely consistent with the Second Amendment. Every day, Americans are
dying from preventable gun violence, and it is past time to take action. That is why we urge
Congress to pass legislation implementing a system of regulations with the end goal of
eliminating gun violence, which includes – among many other things – regulating gun
manufacturers via H.R. 2814 (the Equal Access to Justice for Victims of Gun Violence Act),
banning of weapons of war via H.R. 1808 (the Assault Weapons Ban), and investing in
long-neglected communities via H.R. 4118 (the Break the Cycle of Violence Act).

